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Abstract. This research proposes an AI platform for data sharing across multiple 
domains. Since the data in the smart city concept are domain-specific processed, the 
existing smart city architecture is suffered from cross-domain data interpretation. 
To go beyond the digital transformation efforts in smart city development, the AI 
city is created on the architecture of cross-domain data connectivity and transform 
learning in the machine learning paradigm. In this research, the health and human 
behavioral data are targeted on human traceability and contactless technologies. To 
measure the inhabitant’s quality of life (QoL), the primary emotion expression study 
is conducted to interpret the emotional states and the mental health of people in the 
urbanized city. The results of information augmentation draw attention to the 
immersive visualization of the Thammasat model. 

 

1. Introduction 

Since the term smart city was unveiled, many efforts have been made by the escalation 

of the advancement of information and communication technology (ICT) and big data. 

Until now, it is still hard to find a formal definition of the smart city. However, there 

seems to have a sharing ultimate goal of improving the inhabitant’s quality of life (QoL) 
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by means of the efficiency and sustainability of urban operations with respect to 

economic, social, and environmental aspects [1]. A broad view of a smart city is 

elaborated in the combination of smart infrastructure, smart building, smart 

transportation, smart energy, smart healthcare, smart technology, smart governance, and 

smart citizen. The advancement in digital technology is another factor that enables the 

smartness of devices interfacing to the applied domains. On another research track, the 

artificial intelligence (AI) technology significantly gains its potential in the real-life 

applications in the recent years. There are many good examples such as a machine can 

interact with people by speaking the same language, diagnose disease by learning the 

patient symptoms or x-ray images, recognize objects or faces from images, sense the 

emotion in the composed music, etc. The next challenge of the smart city which realizes 

the efficiency in city operation becomes insight by the achievement of artificial 

intelligence technology. Data connectivity for modeling and prediction are the key 

challenge in making a city-scale AI system. Some good examples can be seen in AI City 

challenge organized by Smart World and NVIDIA 2 . Multiple cameras for vehicle 

tracking and anomaly detection are one of the interests in intelligent traffic systems (ITS) 

challenge [2]. AI City gets into view when Oliver Wyman Forum gets started extensive 

global research on 105 cities to better understand the potential disruption brought by AI3. 

The goal of the survey is to move beyond admiring things like “smart cities” and start a 

data-informed conversation about how to address the very real opportunities and 

challenges of AI disruption. It is reported that most cities do not address major societal 

changes driven by AI and other technologies. They mainly focus on smart city operation 

efficiency and sustainability developments. 

Avoiding a hard definition of AI city, we put a roadmap on the AI in the context of 

smart city to incorporate the functions of human intelligence in recognition and decision 

making on the monitoring data. City infrastructure is now digitized and fully connected 

in the environment of high speed communication as the production cost of environment 

sensors and network devices continues to drop, the ability to use reliable mobile 

telecommunications and cloud computing is bringing the concept of the Internet of 

Things (or IoT) to life. This is the place where artificial intelligence and machine learning 

come into play to maximize data’s value. Machine learning can process the enormous 

data volumes streaming from the built systems, creating automated, real-time reactions 

where appropriate and delivering manageable analytics for artificial intelligence systems 

to interpret. In conjunction with the data streaming from any possible sources to a 

platform and the analytic results from machine learning, the data-driven artificial 

intelligence is well-suited to form the analytical foundation of the here-called AI city. 

Thammasat AI City initiative has an aim to establish a resilient AI platform for the 

inhabitants to find out the opportunities and challenges of AI disruption. Rangsit campus 

is in where Thammasat University is located, surrounded by research and higher 

education facilities, industrial, business and agricultural areas. To confront with the AI 

disruption, Rangsit campus is geared to be a role model of AI City for the fully activation 

of the use of data and physical availability. The Thammasat AI City focuses on the four 

domains of elderly and healthcare, mobility, agriculture, and the environment under the 

awareness of societal change after the COVID-19 pandemic technology trends, namely 

 
2 AI City Challenge, https://www.aicitychallenge.org, http://smart-city-sjsu.net/AICityChallenge/ 
3 Global Cities AI Readiness Index by Oliver Wyman Forum, https://www.oliverwymanforum.com/city-

readiness/global-cities-ai-readiness-index-2019/index-summary.html 
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distributed city, human traceability, new reality, home-office integration, contactless 

technology, digital lending, and frugal innovation4. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the issues in 

urbanization. Section 3 explains the architecture and design of the AI ready city 

initiatives. Section 4 elaborates on the problems and approaches in health monitoring and 

elderly care. Section 5 lists the methodologies applied in the research for human 

behavioral detection. Lastly, Section 6 concludes the aggregation of analyzed data for 

visualizing in the Thammasat immersive model. 

2. Issues in Urbanization 

The concentration of urban development both in terms of the infrastructure transportation 

system and employment thus causes immigration from rural areas to urban areas in order 

to find opportunities to improve their quality of life. Many problems occur in the city 

density of daily activity and traveling if there is no well urban planning. The majority of 

the population is unable to bear the cost of living in the city area. This is one of the 

reasons why urban sprawl has occurred, which can be observed in the country center city 

like Bangkok and its vicinities with a population growth rate of 0.5 percent. The urban 

areas deteriorated during the period of 1987s before reviving due to the development of 

mass transit systems in the 1997s under the higher efficiency of connecting the urban 

areas. The better transportation system allows the people to get access to more places in 

the city. The urban area is thus revitalized again while the urban area is continuously 

expanding to cover the area outside the city. The Bangkok urban area grew from 1,900 

square kilometers to 2,100 between 2000 and 2010, making it the fifth-largest urban area 

in East Asia in 2010, larger than megacities such as Jakarta, Manila, and Seoul [3].  

Thammasat University, Rangsit Campus, is located in Pathum Thani Province, a 

Bangkok vicinity city in the north. It covers an area of 1,526 square kilometer with 

985,643 in population, in 2020 report by National Statistical Office of Thailand5. It is 

renowned for an area of research and education, economy, and agriculture. It serves an 

infrastructure for ten renown universities, Thailand Science Park, seven mega economic 

areas of shopping malls and agricultural markets, where its agricultural areas6 are 35.11 

percent of the city. 

No exception, Pathum Thani Province is facing its high-rising population situation. 

It comes along with urbanization problems i.e. insufficient elderly care facilities, 

environmental deterioration, traffic congestion that deteriorates the total inhabitants’ 

quality of life. The problems and challenges to bring about new opportunities are 

tabulated in Table 1 [4]. 

 
  

 
4 After Corona, Nikkei BP, Xtech, July 2020 
5 Pathum Thani population report, http://service.nso.go.th/nso/nsopublish/districtList/S010107/th/5.htm 
6 Pathum Thani area information, https://www.opsmoac.go.th/pathumthani-dwl-files-421691791843 
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Table 1. Problems and challenges of Pathum Thani Province urbanization7 

Problems 
Trends of Situation

Challenges 
2021 2026 2036

1. Traffic congestion and 

road safety problems 
- Traffic jams 
- Traffic accident problems 
- Transportation management 

of industrial estates and 
Talat Thai commercial 
districts 

- Travel alternatives 

 
+46% 

 
    +93% 
 
 
 

 
 +186% 
 

 
 

- Never solved traffic problems 
- Increasing of accidents 
- Creation of multiple 

alternative traveling systems 

 
Traffic accident tendency 

2. Environmental problems 
- Garbage problems (Pathum 

Thani province is the 25th 
dirtiest province in the 
country) 

- Air and noise pollution 
- Water quality problems 

 
+7% 

 
 

 
+9% 

 
 

 
+20% 

 
 

- Construction of a wastewater 
treatment system of the 
province 

- Campaigning to maintain 
water quality and industrial 
wastewater treatment 

- Creating an efficient solid 
waste management system 

 
Trends in the amount of waste in 

the future 
(The trend of water quality 
problems is unpredictable, with 
wastewater from Industrial, 
community, and agriculture sectors, 
some are not treated before being 
discharged into water reservoirs.)

3. Economic and tourism 

problems 

- Upgrading of local wisdom 
to the national market 

- Growth of a subsidiary 
company 

- The trend of the increase of small 
companies in Pathum Thani 
Province has an average increase of 
0.14% per year (2007-2016), with 
an increase of more than 1,000 
companies every year.  

- The most registered businesses are 
wholesale, retail, automotive repair, 
and motorcycles, followed by 
industrial production.

- Adding value and 
productivity of the 
agricultural sector 

- Developing the capabilities of 
the target industries 

- Service sector development 
- Raising the standards and 

potential of local 
entrepreneurs 

4. Lifestyle problems 

- The population is increasing. 
- The number of latent 

populations from work has 
increased. 

- The security from crime. 
- The sufficiency of the 

infrastructure in the future is 
due to the increasing 
population. 

 

 
+7% 

 
 

 

 
+11% 

 
 

 
+17% 

 
 

- The development of 
specialized medicine 

- Surveillance of the epidemic 
and research studies on 
emerging disease prevention 
methods 

- Increasing medical resources 
to meet local needs 

- Social Immunity 
- Social development and basic 

security of the people 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Population trends from the civil 
registration in the future

 
  +17% 
 
 
 
 

 
  +38% 
 
 
 
 

 
   +78% 
 

 
 

The latent population trend from the 
past latent population. 

- Crime cases in the past year (2016) 
have an increasing trend.

 

  

 
7 Source : Pathum Thani Plan 2018 - 2022, The Pathum Thani Provincial Office, 2018 
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3. AI Ready City Initiatives 

Thammasat University has launched its initiative in enabling a city-scale AI in the project 

of AI Ready City Networking in RUN. The project is to transform the area of 2.8112 

square kilometers of Thammasat University in Rangsit campus for modeling the AI 

capacity on a city scale since the current research in AI is heavily suffered from the 

insufficiency and diversity of data. Reliability and connectivity of the data will be 

collected and made available to fully demonstrate the capability of AI on the real-life 

campus. It is designed to function as a based platform [5] for the four most high-impact 

domains in the Rangsit city, i.e., healthcare, environment, mobility, and agriculture by 

being equipped with AI-enabled healthcare monitoring devices [6], noninvasive bed 

sensors [7], environmental sensors, video analytics cameras, street lights, indoor tracking 

devices [8], and drones for aerial photography. Figure 1 depicts the project architecture 

with its domain-specific connectivity.  

 

 
Figure 1. AI Ready City architecture and domain specific connectivity 

 

To make the data from various sources available for modeling, the data are stored 

and forwarded via low energy mesh network (6LoWPAN protocol in case of smart 

lighting, Bluetooth low energy (BLE) in case of indoor positioning and bed sensor, etc.) 

to the cloud services. To reduce the high bandwidth consumption devices such as video 

streaming of surveillance cameras, LAN connectivity, and several techniques8 (steady 

state at rest, motion detection, etc.) are adopted. In bed sensors for elderly care systems, 

the detection of types of on-bed position is localized not only to realize the real-time 

warning but also to conserve the bandwidth by sending the compressed results to the 

cloud. 

The AI City Project is realized by establishing the four main layers composed of 

accumulating, knowledging, understanding, and decision-making layers, as illustrated in 

Figure 2. Accumulated data from any kind of Internet of Things (IoT) device is analyzed 

and connected to yield the models and prediction results in four targeted domains. The 

lowest layer is the layer of accumulating physical raw data through sensor network 

devices to provide sufficient labeled data in the knowledging layer. Model training for 

 
8 https://info.verkada.com/surveillance-features/bandwidth/ 
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specific tasks is conducted in the understanding layer. The appropriate machine learning 

paradigms are introduced and evaluated to produce the results in the decision-making 

layer. The connectivity and selection of the data from various sources are crucial to 

implementing in the city-scale AI platform development.  

 

 
Figure 2. Deep intelligent IoT in fully connected network 

4. Health Monitoring and Elderly Care 

The Internet of Things and wearable technology have made life easier. With these small 

electronic sensors, placed on the human body, the body temperature, blood pressure, 

blood oxygen, respiratory rate, etc. can be continuously measured. However, there are 

many issues in designing the real-time health data monitoring devices to be comfortable 

for wearing and harmonious with daily activities. Complexity in maintaining the 

wearing, especially for the elderly, hinders the continuous use of the devices. The 

contactless technology is primarily considered to reduce the barrier to use. 

 

 
Figure 3. Smart Health Platform architecture 
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To connect health data from basic medical devices, the Smart Health Platform is 

introduced as overviewed in Figure 3. Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) 

standard is adopted to describe the data formats and elements (resources) and the API 

for exchanging electronic health records (HER) [9].  The standard was created by the 

Health Level Seven International (HL7) healthcare standards organization. 

Emphasizing on the contactless technology, the project related healthcare 

applications have been implemented to conduct on the Smart Health Platform such as 

bed sensors for elderly care (BedSense) and medicine blister package identification 

(MedIdent).  

4.1. Bed Sensor for Elderly Care (BedSense) 

BedSense is created for monitoring the on-bed position of the elderly for bed fall 

prevention. The system includes an on-bed position prediction system, a real-time 

monitoring system, and a notification system via LINE application (a widely used mobile 

messenger application especially in Thailand). 

Falling from a bed frequently occurs when the elderly attempt to get out of the bed 

or come close to the edge of the bed. The mishaps have a high possibility of serious 

injuries, such as bruises, soreness, and bone fractures. Moreover, lacking repositioning 

of the body of a bedridden elderly may cause serious bedsores. To avoid such a risk, a 

continuous activity monitoring system is needed for taking care of the elderly. 

 

Figure 4. Sensor panel positioned under the mattress in the thoracic area 

 

BedSense performs the bed position classification based on the sensor signals 

collected from only four sensors embedded in a panel. The set of sensors is composed of 

two piezoelectric sensors and two pressure sensors. The panel is installed under the 

mattress on the bed, as depicted in Figure 4.  

The bed positions are classified into five different classes, i.e., off-bed, sitting, lying 

center, lying left, and lying right, as shown in Figure 5. To collect the training dataset, 

three elderly samples are asked for consent to participate in the experiment. In our 

approach, a neural network combined with a Bayesian network is adopted to classify the 

bed positions and put a constraint on the possible sequences of the bed positions. The 

results from both the neural network and Bayesian network are combined by the 

weighted arithmetic mean. The experimental results have a maximum accuracy of 

position classification of 97.06% when the proportion of coefficients for the neural 

network and the Bayesian network is 0.3 and 0.7, respectively [7, 10]. 
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(a) Off-bed 

 

(b) Sitting 

 

 
(c) Lying Center 

 

 
(d) Lying Left 

 

 
(e) Lying Right 

Figure 5. Correlation between signals and positions 

4.2. Medicine Blister Package Identification (MedIdent) 

Drug dispensing statistics from Rajavithi Hospital reveal that the drug dispensing process 

contains errors at 3.8 percent [11]. To sustain their health condition, the elderly also need 

a medicine reminder when the number of prescription drugs to take per day has a trend 

of getting higher. Almost 90% of older adults regularly take at least 1 prescription drug, 

almost 80% regularly take at least 2 prescription drugs, and 36% regularly take at least 

5 different prescription drugs [12]. Medicine Blister Package Identification (MedIdent) 

application is created to ensure the drug dispensing process in the hospital and assist the 

elderly in medicine reminding. The accuracy of the image classification model is 

improved by using a double-side transformed image dataset with download from 

Highlighted Deep Learning (HDL) work [13].  The dataset which is composed of two-

hundred seventy-two images for types of medicine blister packs, including 72 images of 

the front side and back side merged with a horizontal cropped background, is used for 

training the model. The blister package image dataset uses a deep learning model with a 

ResNet-101 pre-trained model from the TensorFlow framework.  The experimental 

results indicated that the TensorFlow framework achieved higher precision, recall, and 

F1-score than the Caffe framework. A ResNet-101 model with histogram equalization in 
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the front and back sides has yielded the highest accuracy of 100 percent [14], as shown 

in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Pre-process blister package image 

5. Human Behavioral Detection 

To ensure the safety of urban residents while still maintaining their privacy, in the AI 

Ready City project, we, therefore, introduce the concept of human traceability using the 

principles of digital image processing and natural language processing to find suspicious 

persons and objects. Some necessary works are conducted on emotional expression 

detection to trace their intention, and multiple vehicles tracking to capture the time-to-

time traffic situation. The transfer learning approach is essentially attempted for domain 

adaptation to avoid the vast computation time and resource consumption. 

5.1. Weapon Detection Using Faster R-CNN Inception V2 

Among the most common illegal behaviors, including robbery, quarrels, and the carrying 

of weapons in public, carrying a weapon in public is the most dangerous criminals. The 

situations are frequently drawn to the case of losses according to the criminal public 

records. We develop a model to detect common weapons such as firearms and knives 

which are commonly found in criminal cases bringing about big losses. 

To train a model for weapon detection, the datasets used in this research are collected 

from two public datasets: ARMAS Weapon detection dataset and IMFDB Weapon 

detection system. TensorFlow Object Detection API is used to detect the target objects 

by using 1) SSD MobileNet-V1, 2) EfficientDet-D0, and 3) Faster R-CNN Inception 

Resnet-V2. The experimental results show that the object detection model trained by the 

Faster R-CNN Inception V2 using ARMAS Weapon detection dataset yields the highest 

mAP of 0.540 with the Average Precision of 0.5 IoU and 0.75 IoU at 0.793 and 0.627, 

respectively [15].  

However, the MobileNet-V1 provided higher detection precision than in 

EfficientDet-D0 and Faster R-CNN Inception Resnet-V2 for detecting gun images. 
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Figure 7 exhibits that the EfficientDet D0 is unable to detect the labels on gun images, 

while Faster R-CNN Inception Resnet-V2 shows false positive detection on non-pistol 

objects. 

 

 
Figure 7. Weapon detection model on example images 

5.2. End-to-End Speech Emotion Recognition for Low Resource Languages 

Emotion balance of the residents is critical when the city is urbanized at a high pace 

along with the rapid availability of the social activity invasion technology. Individual 

activities are easily tracked by the public devices not only by the visibly aware cameras 

but also the interactive communication via various types of social media applications.  

Regularly detection of the resident emotion to measure their QoL is used to assist in the 

evaluation of the current state of urbanization. 

As depicted in Figure 8, via the general conversation, the end-to-end speech emotion 

recognition is proposed to capture the speaker's emotion from their responding speech. 

We introduce raw speech preparation to chop speech into small chunks which are 

consistent in real-time and then normalize raw speech chunks before feeding them to 

model learning. Voice activity detection (VAD) [16] is chosen for filtering only speech 

frames, and then resampling speech to 16kHz of the sampling rate. Various data 

augmentation techniques using VTLP (vocal tract length perturbation) [17, 18] are used 

in this work to make the model learn more perspectives by adding simulated vocal 

speaker information. The speech signal is chopped into small chunks based on one-

second duration and then normalizing features from chopped speech. 

 

 

Figure 8. End-to-end speech emotion recognition in the pipeline for low-resource languages 

 

In the front-end network, we adopt Wav2Vec2.0 [19] and XLSR [20] released by 

Facebook in 2020 as the pre-trained models in the transform learning process to realize 

speech emotion recognition for the low resource languages such as Thai.  
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Our back-end network is based on CNN and multilayer perceptron (MLP) pattern 

for mapping feature spaces to the speech emotion domain.  

We evaluate our proposed models with two publicly available datasets, i.e. Berlin 

emotional database (Emo-DB) [21] containing seven acted emotional states: anger, 

disgust, boredom, joy, sadness, neutral, and fear, and VISTEC ThaiSER [22] containing 

five emotional states: anger, sadness, neutral, frustration, and happiness. The experiment 

results show that the finetuned Wav2Vec2.0 yields the highest weighted accuracy of 

91.18% on Emo-DB, and the finetuned XLSR yields the highest weighted accuracy of 

71.27% on ThaiSER. 

5.3. Verbal and Non-verbal Corpus Construction 

One of the problems affecting people's QoL in the digital age is mental health. No 

exception in the societies in Thailand, it has a chain effect on the individual, family, and 

social level. One of the most common mental health problems is depression. It is reported 

in [23] that adolescent depression patients (15-19 years) have a 6.24% higher risk of 

suicide, and 6.70% are more common in the central and eastern regions, where females 

have a higher risk than males. There is a trend of the increase in the number of adolescent 

depression patients. 

Jantima Angkapanichkit et al. [24] indicate that language is a clue to spot the signs 

of depression in a person as well as to distinguish between people with depression and 

non-depression. However, expressions of emotion in the Thai language have not been 

grouped and classified systematically with clear criteria due to the difficulties in text 

analysis and interpretation. In addition, the expression of emotion in non-verbal or 

paralanguage, as a context of communication, has not been yet conducted in the Thai 

language.  

 

 
Figure 9. Process of sentiment and emotion corpus construction 

 

The objective of the study is to create a repository of verbal emotions and sensory 

languages in Thai and non-verbal languages in order to interpret the emotional states and 

the mental health of people in the urbanized city. The verbal aspect is included in the 

linguistic information in word, phrase, sentence, and dialog levels, which is relating to 

emotion and depressive disorder information. The overview of the process of sentiment 
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and emotion corpus construction is shown in Figure 9. Verbal information are labeled in 

text and non-verbal information are labeled in video which are aligned by the video 

timestamps to produce the final cut of the corpus. 

Ekman coined the word emotion as “a process, a particular kind of automatic 

appraisal influenced by our evolutionary and personal past, in which we sense that 

something important to our welfare is occurring, and a set of psychological changes and 

emotional behaviors begins to deal with the situation” [25]. Based on the studies in [26-

29],  we aggregate the concern of cultural distinction and classify the expression into six 

basic emotions, i.e., happy, angry, sad, relax, stress, and neutral (fear and disgust are 

specified as a negative-activate feature in stress; surprise is specified as a positive-

activate in happy), as shown in Figure 10. 

 

 
Happy 

 
Sad

 
Relax

 
Angry 

 
Neutral 

 
Stress 

Figure 10. Collection of six basic emotions 

5.4. Person Image Search by Natural Language Description 

Closed Circuit Television or CCTV is the most widely used in security camera system. 

It has a main function of recording events for later viewing, and also being used to 

monitor the on-going happenings in order to strengthen the stability and security of the 

target area. In the current CCTV systems, however, it is time-consuming to search for 

any specific scenes i.e. perpetrators or suspicious occurrences. To facilitate human 

traceability in AI City, person image search by natural language description is proposed 

to work on the huge amount of recorded videos. The task is defined to solve the social 

problems such as finding missing person, child abduction, suspicious person by means 

of the description of person appearance. We create a human dataset of full-body images 

such as the images captured from the recorded closed circuit camera. The images are 

described by the person appearance in the Thai language, such as a girl wearing a grey 

T-shirt, short pants, shouldering a black bag and wearing sneakers, as shown in Figure 

11. 

Based on GNA-RNN [30] and TIPCB [31], we trained the model by changing the 

encoder layer for TIPCB and the embedding layer for GNA-RNN to model of Thai text 

in order to analyze the Thai-translated CUHK-PEDES data set. The TIPCB model is then 

trained in the Thai text version. The encoder is also changed from the BERT model [32] 

to the WangchanBERTa model [33]. The configuration is shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 11. Example of human data collection with Thai description 

 

 
Figure 12. Configuration of text and image modeling to retrieve the target image by the image and the 

description of the appearance 

 

The result of the trained model can reach the recall counted within the top five results 

is 0.74. The trained model is then used to calculate the similarity between the text input 

and the images. In the experimental results, it is found that the description text 

corresponding to the person's appearance yields a higher score than the non-conforming 

description text. Therefore, this score can be used to retrieve the persons having the same 

appearance described in the text. 

5.5. Transfer Learning-based Vehicle Classification 

Traffic monitoring and management is a modern feat that allows authorities to achieve 

resilience in road safety, controlled commute, and assessment of road conditions [34]. 

Vehicle detection on video sequences obtained from a network of surveillance cameras 

allows automation in the traffic management system. Computer vision and machine/deep 

learning have become the key technical advancement over the past years in the domain 

of vehicle detection and multi-object tracking (MOT). The deep learning (DL) methods 

have achieved the state-of-the-art in detecting and classifying vehicles on video streams 

[35]. These methods when coupled with fast-tracking algorithms can provide real-time 

WangchanBERTa 
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multiple vehicle tracking, depending upon the accuracy and speed of detection. However, 

the DL models require to be trained on a large training dataset and still can fail to produce 

an accurate multi-object detection and classification. In this section, we discuss real-time 

vehicle classification using a transfer learning-improved DL model. 

Many of the studies that use DL models are pre-trained on a large training dataset 

such as COCO and KITTI [36], which include classes such as car, bike, truck, and bus. 

In our study, we classify the vehicles into seven classes i.e. car, bus, taxi, bike, pickup, 

truck, and trailer. As some of the classes in the existing datasets include multiple of our 

desired classes (e.g. pickup and SUV are classified as trucks in the COCO dataset), we 

are unable to use these datasets and pre-trained models in our method. The problem is 

often called a domain-shift problem. It occurs because the machine learning methods 

including DL assume that the training and test dataset is produced in the same or similar 

environment. To address this problem, we use the method of transfer learning [37, 38] 

to improve the performance of the YOLO networks that we train on a custom large 

training dataset and further efficiently reduce the training time.  

 
 

Figure 13. The result without transfer learning (left) and after transfer learning (right)  

with test dataset

 

 
Figure 14. Model performance evaluated on validation video stream collected from test area using transfer 

learning-improved networks (P=Precision; R=Recall; OA=Overall accuracy) 

 

To overcome the problem of domain-shift, we train new set of networks with new 

dataset by using the weights transferred from the previously trained models. These 

models are then used to detect and classify the vehicles in our multi-vehicle tracking 

algorithm, which is essentially a centroid tracking algorithm that tracks each class of 

vehicles on each individual lane polygons provided to the system. Figure 13 shows the 

improvement of average precision by applying transfer learning models in all versions 
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of YOLO evaluation. Figure 14 shows the accuracy of classification by applying transfer 

learning models to distinguish sides of vehicles.  

6. Thammasat Immersive Model for Collective Data Visualization 

AI City data are visualized on the Thammasat model generated from (1) direct inspection 

photography, (2) aerial photogrammetric survey by drone, and (3) laser scanner. The data 

are processed to determine the point cloud for generating a 3D mesh for reference as 

shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Modeling process of Thammasat Rangsit campus. 

Figure 16 shows the visualization results on four surrounding screens to provide a 

room-like experience. It is a node of Data Sensorium proposed by AAII, Musashino 

University to exhibit the collective data visualization across the network. After the image 

stitching process, Figure 16 (a) shows the synchronized image controlled by the multiple 

points via the Internet. On each end, the users can control the view and point out the area 

of interest. The function allows the users to share their concerns in the same room-like 

experience. In addition, the models are smoothly augmented with the location-sensitive 

information to realize the spatial experience for the users as shown in Figures 16 (b). The 

example information of social media density is expressed in a form of an augmented 

graph in Figure 16 (c) to show the SNS population at a specific moment. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b)    (c) 

Figure 16. Modeling process of Thammasat Rangsit campus. 
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As a result, Data Sensorium shows its potential in realizing the spatial immersive 

environment to relieve the limitation of using HMD, especially in the case of urban 

planning that needs a city-scale environment sharing in the concept of AI City.  

7. Conclusion 

The limitation of digital transformation by ICT and big data analysis solely in facilitating 

the city's operational excellence has been discussed. In many smart city implementations, 

the activities are upheld and visualized to grasp the city situation. Without a 

comprehensive analysis and data sharing across the domains, it is not sufficient to predict 

the trend and prevent the undesired occurrence due to the growth of urbanization, 

especially in the vicinity of big cities. Thammasat AI city enabling initiatives in 

healthcare and behavioral detection by contactless and human traceability technology are 

explored across the domain sensory devices on the standardized AI city platform. With 

the harmonization of health data and sleep monitoring BedSense provide uninterrupted 

healthcare between home and hospital. Individual and public behavioral detection, 

aggregated by the result of emotion expression evaluation, are able to foster the 

inhabitant QoL measure to sustain the city's evolution. Lastly, the pre-trained models 

used in transform learning approaches can be effectively utilized when the data are 

insufficient in some tasks. 
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